
Miscellanea and Editors' Notes

Elbruz Observations on the supposed first ascent of Elbruz in 1829 by the
Circassian Killar Haschirow have appeared from time to time in the Alpine
Journal (see in particular 59 460 and 7I 312). In the last of these it was stated
that Killar's claim cannot seriously be entertained unless some fresh evidence
is produced and made available to support it. An article on the ascent by M.
Boleslaw Chwascinski appeared in Wierchy, vol 39, 1970.

In reply to an inquiry M Chwascinski writes: 'M Lenz, one of the scientists on
the 1829 expedition, who reached the highest point attained by the rest of the
party, wrote to the Academician Parrot, 'I have already written to you that we
did not reach the summit but I see no reason why we should not do so next time.
We would spend the night at the highest point reached in 1829 and would then
be able to reach the summit next day before the snow melts-otherwise it is
too soft and one sinks up to the knees. The Circassian Killar, who reached the
summit as I told you in my previous letter, got up earlier than we did and was
on the summit before we had reached our highest point'. (Dziennik Wilenski
(Journal of Vilna) vol8, October 1829, p 293.)

The geologist Kupffer wrote (Voyage dans les Environs du Mont Elbrouz dans
le Caucase, St Petersburg 1830, p 37, translated in AJ 2 170-5) that Killar
availed himself of the frozen snow; an excellent hunter he was often at high
altitudes although he did not climb the peaks. He was in excellent form and got
back to the camp a full hour before us'.

There are no serious mountaineering difficulties on Elbruz and D. W. Fresh
field pays tribute to the walking powers of the Circassians1 but that is no
evidence that Killar reached the summit.

M Chwascinski continues: 'And now let us make a little calculation. Killar was
seen on the top, 5595 m, at IIam (Kolumb, vol 8, p 203. Warsaw, 1829), the
same time at which the scientists reached a height of 4408 m. Here most of
the party remained, only M Lenz with a Cossack and two Circassians went on
to attain a height of 4814m. (These altitudes are taken from Kupffer's Voyage.)
The snow was very soft and M Lenzsuffered from the rarefied air. I don't think
he could have reached his highest point before 12.30-1pm and it means that the
last member of the scientists' party started to return somewhere about that
time.

It is not very likely that Killar stayed on the top for nearly 2 hours (or, according
to the Rev H. B. George, somewhere on the slope). Most likely he remained
there for only a few minutes and then started to descend, passing on his way

1 The Exploration of the Caucasus, val. 2, pp 166-7.
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the party of M Lenz. It is a pity that I could not find the latter's first letter to
Parrot.

Killar could not foresee that he would be the only man to reach the top and
thought that he had no need to provide a proof of reaching the summit; his
footprints in the snow would be the best evidence of his rights to the reward
offered to the man who should make the first ascent.

One may ask why Professor Kupffer gave no details in his account of Killar's
itinerary. His account was the report of a scientific journey. In those days, and
especially in Russia, mountaineering scarcely existed. The ascent of Elbruz
had nothing to do with science; for Professor Kupffer it was of no importance
and he only mentioned it vaguely.' D.F.O.D.

Mallory and Irvine's last climb, 1924 I have been urged to comment further
on the above much-discussed subject, to which reference was made at a recent
meeting of the Club (11 April 1972), when the BBCI film of 'Everest 1924' was
shown. On that occasion, too, was shown the very interesting film of the upper
part of Everest, which was made by Sir Petcy Wyn Harris during his and
Professor L. R. Wager's high climb in 1933.

I myself was unable to attend the above meeting; but I have been told that
during the discussion doubts were again expressed in certain quarters as to
whether 1 had actually seen, or could have seen, as 1 claimed, the figures of
Mallory and Irvine on the NE ridge of the mountain at the First or the Second
Step.

Now, this doubt had been forcibly expressed by Hugh Ruttledge in his review
of The Story of Everest, by W. H. Murray, in A.J. 59220, when he declared 'I
think that such evidence as we have indicates inexorably that Odell was mistaken
in supposing that he saw them at all!' To this 1 then replied (in Ai 59 495-6):
'I can assure him (Ruttledge) that if ever 1 was certain of any observation,
scientific or otherwise, which 1 have made upon a mountain, 1 can claim defin
itely to have seen Mallory and Irvine, as 1 reported, on that fateful day in
June 1924" 1 still maintain this attitude. N. E. Odell

Youth in the Hindu Kush Nottingham University ran an expedition last
summer to the Central Hindu Kush (Munjan Valley region), ascending 10 peaks
over 5500 m, 5 of them virgin. But perhaps the most striking achievement was
by a very literal 'baby of the party', in the person of Esther Stansfield who,
though born only on 14 February 1972, nonetheless, at the early age of 5
months, reached (29 July) an altitude of 4725 m, carried by her mother,
Dr Margaret Stansfield, who was the Base Camp Manager. Esther throughout
remained very cheerful, while her mother suffered headaches and insomnia
from the altitude.

The doctor of the party, W. H. Church, says that at so early an age a baby's
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red blood cells still contain a high proportion of foetal haemoglobin, and there
fore can cope with oxygen lack better than an adult. Whether thi altitude is a
record for a baby of thi age i something that may be elucidated (Tibetan and

herpa babie may have to look to their laurels !), but for a European child it
may well be 'tops'.

In addition, the child proved a valuable asset in negotiation with porters, for
the most ferocious-looking Afghan, gun in hand, would soon lapse into a smile
when confronted with a gurgling infant. Earlier references in the Ai (58 535;
72264, 346) have had references to children in high altitudes, but not even the
Hugh Simpsons or the Peter Steeles took their children to approximately the
height of Mont Blanc, and it remain to be een whether Esther tansfield
holds the British mountaineering height record. T. S. Blakeney

Accident on the Walker Spur (We are pleased to publish the following
correction/amplification to an account which appeared in A.J. 77240): 'While
waiting on a ledge for our turn to climb with 3 other climbers (2 German and
an Australian) a large boulder was di lodged from somewhere higher up. The
boulder SOla hed into 3 piece just above us and one of the c pieces hit me on
the shoulder and knocked me off the ledge. The shoulder injury was severe.
The rescue account was roughly as given, except that it was not the next
morning we were taken off, but the following morning; we spent two nights on
the ledge.' J. A. Sumner

Ski resorts in the Alps 'In the Alps,' wrote \\". W. Kai mith in 1892, 'it is
not unlikely that ski-ing may eventually become popular'. ~ow in 1973 resort
building continues apace in the French Alps and the number of skier' bed
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approaches 200,000. One organisation, known as SNO, which covers the resorts
of Avoriaz, Flaine, Les Arcs, Le Corbier, La Daille, Les Menuires, La Plagne,
Superdevoluy and Tignes offers a total of 46,000 beds, 174 ski-lifts and 545
miles ofmarked track. It is big business, very big business. Edward Pyatt

Les Sentiers de Grande Randonnee Attention is drawn to this network of
long-distance walkers' routes in France. Those which traverse greater and lesser
mountain ranges would make interesting holiday itineraries. The routes are
described in a series of guide-books; particulars from the Comite National des
Sentiers de Grande Randonnee, 65 Av. de la Grande Armee, 75-Paris XVI.

Edward Pyatt

'Help Stamp out Snowdonia' (says a leaflet put out by the LIanberis Pro
tection Society). 'No need to when it is being done for you. The big despoilers
are doing pretty well-just give them apathy and they will finish the job. The
CEGB pumped storage scheme at LIanberis could just about do it. That
14o-ft-high dam built right in the National Park. Perhaps 43-ft-high dams at
each of LIyn Peris might be your scene. Though you wouldn't be able to climb
on them, or enjoy the view down the Pass from the Pig Track or the Grochan.
And it's only 3 miles from the summit of Snowdon. Then the Water Board
would have to dam up the Nant Ffrancon at Ty'n y Maes and drown the valley
back up to Ogwen. And dam Cwm LIafar up by LIech Ddu and the Black
Ladders. Construction work, noise, lorries. Might improve the place, though
you wouldn't be able to get into LIanberis, even for a drink. Do absolutely
nothing and lose your National Park.'

The slogans are crude, perhaps, but the struggle is very real and concerns us
all. Such changes, if they come, will be irreversible, so that the time to act is
now; later will be too late. There are other schemes in prospect apart from
these; can we afford to stand by while one by one they happen?

Edward Pyatt

Editor's Notes and Acknowledgements It is pleasant indeed to be able to
report good progress in the building of an Editorial team, so that the whole
process runs ever more smoothly. We could still use the services of one or two
more. My thanks are due to D. F. O. Dangar (the Assistant Editor) and to
T. M. Connor (my editorial assistant) to Paul Sharp (the designer) and Peter
Rowe of the printers, also R. G. Pettigrew (Business Manager) and F. R.
Brooke, D. Ellis, Kevin FitzGerald, E. C. Kemp, R. Lawford, P. Stubbs and
C. H. Taylor. The efforts of numerous foreign correspondents are gratefully
acknowledged. The following also gave help in specialised fields; Mrs A.
Babbage, E. N. Bowman, Mrs L. Day, Mrs S. Parkinson, H. Pursey, Mrs M.
Reddish, C. Russell, J. Russell and Mrs A. Salkeld.

Finally, the Journal owes a great deal to my wife and daughter.
Edward Pyatt
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Postscript Some explanation is due to those readers who miss from these
pages the text of a well-remembered lecture or the account of a notable ex
pedition, which they had hoped to find. This copy of the Journal is lacking
four major items, commissioned during the first half of 1972 and promised in
some cases for delivery in September, in others for prearranged later dates.

ot one of these has come to hand; it makes no difference whether the reasons
for this are serious or trivial.

An annual publication of the present quality and proportions is a publishing
proposition comparable with, or even larger than, the average book. There has
to be a time-table and it has to be maintained, if regular publication is to take
place. I cannot over-emphasise, therefore, the importance of the editorial
schedule. From my point of view, the disappointment of an immediate refusal
to contribute is far better than a dramatic let-down within a few days of my
final dead-line.

The role of the Editor is almost entirely organisational. Obviously he cannot
operate without the widest possible co-operation from the contributors.

Edward Pyatt
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